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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies the variational systems of two closely related systems 
of nonlinear difference-differential equations which arise in prediction- and 
learning-theoretical applications ([I], [Z], [3]). The first system is 
n,(t) = --ax&) + p 2 qt - 7)yJt), 
(2) t*> 
and 
2jh(t) = -tLZj&.(t) + pXj(t - T) X&.(t), (3) 
i,j, k = I, 2 ,...) 12, where n is any integer greater than 1,~ is any nonnegative 
time lag, and fi > 0. The second system differs from the first only in that (3) 
ia replaced by 
*jk(t) = -t&j&) + &(t - T) X&),j f k (3’) 
and (**I 
F+(t) = 0, (3”) 
j, k = 1, 2 ,... , n. Nonetheless, the qualitative behavior of (*) and (**) differ 
dramatically as t + co. 
(*) and (**) can be interpreted as cross-correlated flows over directed 
probabilistic networks G(*) and G(**), respectively [I]. Both G(*) and G(**) 
have 12 vertices V = {ZQ : i = 1, 2,..., n> and n2 directed edges 
E = {ejk : j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
In G(*), each edge ej, is assigned the weight q(ej,) = l/n. By contrast, in 
G(**) each edge ejl, leading from a given vertex vj to a distinct vetiex vk: , k f j, 
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is assigned the weight ‘p(ejk) = l/(n - l), whereas each ejj is assigned the 
weight v(eu) = 0. Every vertex is connected with positive weight to every 
other vertex in both G(*) and G(**), and thus both of these graphs are 
complete. Since in G(e) even pj(eji) > 0, we call Gc*) a complete graph with 
loops. Since in G(**), v(e,j) = 0, G’“’ is a complete graph without loops. Often 
in the theory of nonlinear networks, the addition of loops complicates the 
analysis by creating a new source of nonlinear oscillations. In the present 
account, the reverse is true, since G(*) is much easier to analyse than is G(**). 
Our reason for studying the variational systems of (*) and (**) is twofold. 
Actually, the global behavior of (*) itself has already been analysed [3]. The 
result is stated in terms of the ratios yjk(t) and the corresponding ratios 
-h(t) = %(vizL=l %(t)l-‘, as well as the constant ~(7) = u + 2s(~), where 
S(I) is the largest real part of the zeros of &(s) = s -t 01 - /3e-78. We state 
some of the facts concerning the limits of yik and X, as t + KI below. 
THEOREM 1. For any n 3 2 and any T 3 0 with u(7) > 0, let (*) have 
arbitrary nonnegative and continuous initial data. Then the liwzits 
Qi = pir xi(t) and pjic = ;ern Yi&) 
exist and satisfy the equatiom 
MoYeover 
Pii = Qi , i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
where 
and 
PZi = min{Xi(0), y&$(O) : k = 1, 2 ,..., ?Z} 
Mi = max(XJO), Yki(0) : K = 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
COROLLARY 1. (Stability is Graded in T). If OL > ,3 and ~(7~) > 0, then 
Theorem 1 holds for all n 3 2 and 7 > r,, . 
COROLLARY 2. If u > 2(a - /3) > 0, then Theorem 1 holds for all n > 2 
and 7 > 0. 
Genuinely nonlinear systems of difference-differential equations which can 
be subjected to a global analysis are hard to find, and so we take advantage of 
this one to compare its global nonlinear and linearized behavior. 
(**) is a much harder system to analyse. Thusfar the only glabal result 
available discusses the case n = 3 and 7 = 0 for initial data constrained by the 
condition +(O) = ,+(O), i, j = 1, 2, 3[2]. S ome of the pertinent facts in this 
case are listed below. 
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THEOREM 2. Let (**) be given with n = 3, 7 = 0, and arbitrary positive 
and continzcous initial data satisfying the constraint zij(0) = +(O) i, j = 1,2, 3. 
Then the limits Qi = lim,,, X,(t) and Pik = lim,,, yjk(t) exist and satisfy 
the equation 
Q B Qi = Q$‘ji + QkPki j (i, j, k} = {1,2,3}- 
In particular, 
ii% xi(t) efn-5)* = Qd i x%(O). 
m=l 
If u = u + 2(/3 - a) > 0, then Qi = & and Pj, = Q( 1 - &). Tf 0 < 0, then 
Since a = o(O), we note that (**) has the unique limits Qi = Q and 
Pjk = &( 1 - 6&) if o(O) > 0. By contrast, (*) can have any limits satisfying 
Qi = Pji E [mi , A$] when u(0) > 0. 
We will be able to anaIyse the variational system of (**) for a large set of 
n and 7 that includes all n > 3 when 7 = 0. This analysis will reveal a formal 
reason why (*) is easier to analyse than (**). Indeed, the behavior of (*)‘s 
variational system depends on the behavior of a linear second-order differen- 
tial equation of the form 
g + A(t)&+ + B(t)g = 0, 
whose coefficients A(t) and B(t) converge to constants at an exponential rate 
as t + to. The behavior of (**)‘s variational system, on the other hand, 
depends on the behavior of a linear second-order dzjkrence-differential 
equation of the form 
il + J(t) d + B(t) h(t - T) + c(t) h + D(t) h(t - T) = 0, 
whose coefficients x(t), B(t), C(t), and D(t) also converge to constants at an 
exponential rate as t --+ co. Adding loops to the linearized graph thus trans- 
forms the problem from one in difference-differential equations to a simpler 
one in differential equations. This fact also shows that we should expect (*) 
and (**) to be affected in different ways by an increase in the time lag T. 
Theorem 1 for (*) shows that the limiting values Qi can occur anywhere in 
the interval [mi , MJ and are not, in particular, fixed numbers independent 
of initial data, as we find in Theorem 2 when u(0) > 0. This fact is translated 
in the variational system of (*) as follows : the coefficient B(t) converges 
exponentially to 0 as t + co. Thus the equation for g(t) reduces as t -+ 00 to 
an equation in which only terms involving derivatives of g are important, and 
an extra degree of freedom in determining g’s limiting behavior as t 4 CO is 
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acquired. This is not true of the equation for h(r) as t --z CO, and thus h’s 
behavior is determined without an extra degree of freedom as t -+ CO. 
2. THE VARIATIOP~AL SYSTEM OF (*) 
We now linearize (*) and compare the behavior of the linearized system 
with (+) itself. Speaking roughly, the conditions guarenteeing stability in the 
linearized and nonlinear versions of (*) are the same, but the distributions of 
values of the unknown variables as t---f XI differ. The distribution 
Pki = Qi =- Oi of Theorem 1 is needed to carry out our prediction theory 
[3], since it represents a graph which has “learned” the probability distribu- 
tion {Ri : -= 1, 2,..., n} and can reproduce this distribution on demand. The 
linearized distribution can agree with this nonlinear distribution only if 
Pki = Qi -= I/n, which represents a situation of “maximal ignorance”; that 
is, one in which no “learning” has occurred. Thus passing from the nonlinear 
to the linearized case obliterates the main property for which the nonlinear 
system was constructed. 
We now briefly review the way in which (*) is linearized. For convenience, 
we write (*) in matrix form as 
O(t) =f(U(t), zqt - 7)) P> 
in terms of the n(n -{- 1) dimensional vectors 
and 
where 
f = (fl ,**.,fn ,fil ,..~>fi?l ,fu ,...,fnn), 
and 
fj,!+ = -UZjk + pXj(t - T) X& f 
To linearize (*), we will compare an arbitrary positive solution U of (*) 
with a suitably chosen positive solution UO of (*) by studying the function 
Y := U - U, . We expand 
V(t) = f((&(t) $- v(t), LTo(t - T) -1 V(t - 7)) 
-f(UtJW, Uo(t - 7)) 
in a Taylor’s expansion ([q, p. 341) to find the equation 
I’ct, = fA4(t), Ucst - T)) V(t) 
tf$G3(t), Uo(t - 7)) V(t - 7) ‘- o(li VII), (4) 
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where we have written f = f (6,~) as a function of two n(n + l)-dimensional 
vectors f and 7. The closely related linear system 
m> = f<(v3(Q ql(t - 7)) W(t) 
+f,(&(~), Uo(t - 7)) r”(t - 7) (5) 
in which the higher-order terms o(/I VI)) are entirely ignored is called the 
variational system of (*). In the following, our notation for W in component 
form will always be 
w = (h, ,..., h, , h,, )...) h,), 
where Jai in (5) corresponds to xi in (*), and h,, corresponds to xjs . 
The comparison function Us will always be chosen in the form 
u, = (Y,..., y, 6, . . . . 6) _ru- 
n times n2 times 
where y is a positive solution of 
9(t) = -4) + P(t - 7) (6) 
with continuously differentiable initial data in [0, T], and 6 is a positive 
solution of 
8(t) = --uw + Pr(f - 7) y(t), (7) 
also with continuously differentiable initial data in [0, T]. It is easily seen 
that (6) and (7) are the solutions xi and zik of (1) and (3) when the initial 
data of (*) has the form xi(n) = y(v), v E [0, ~1, and Xjk(T) = S(T). Any 
solution U,, of this form will therefore be called a positive unifom solution 
of (*). Our desire to compare an arbitrary positive solution of (*) with a 
properly chosen positive uniform solution of (*) is motivated by the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Given alzy positive solution 
u = (Xl ,..a, XT& , 31 ,--.> %n) 
of (*), there exists a positive uniform solution 
u, = (Y,..., y, 6 ,..., 6) 
of (*) such tlaat the dz@rence 
v = u - u, - (4 )...) v, , VI1 ,...) v,,) 
satisfies the equation 
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Thus if we knew the distribution of the ratios ZJ~~~=~ n&l, we would 
automatically know the distribution of the probabilities Xi = xJE~, x$‘. 
Proof. Given fixed initial data of U, let the initial data of Us be chosen so 
that y(o) = Ciel - 4 ) 1~ v , v E [0, T]. Since both y and x = cl=, xp are solutions 
of (6), then y 3 X. 
Thus 
xi - Y 1 
=(l -z)y-n 
1 
( 
xi =- __-- 
l-n CbIxk 
1 -’ 
1 Il. 
1 zzz- 
( 
Xi 1 ----. 
l---n ~;=lX~ n 1 
We can now state our main theorem concerning the variational system (5) 
of (*). To do this, we define the functional 
K(f) = f (4 + B s:f(v) e-*S(T) dv 
for every 7 3 0 and every f0 E CIO, 71. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the variational system of (*) is given with arty n > 2, 
any 7 > 0 such that U(T) > 0, and any positive uniform solution U, of (*). Then 
for arbitrary continuously differentiable initial data in [0, r] sati!fying 
there exist constants @ , i = I,2 ,..., 1z, such that 
and 
hi(t) f h,(t) -’ I 1 = Qi + ()(e-(kwO(THt > ?77=1 
hj,(t) [$ htin,(t)l” = ‘a + O(e-“(T)t), 
i,j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, where A(T) = /?e-7S(T). 
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+ O(exp[--min(p, 44 + +)>tl) 
+ O(exp[--mi4p, NT) + U(T)> tl), 
j, k = 1, 2 )..., n, euhue p = Re(s,) - Re(s,), and Re(s,) is the ith largest real 
part of the zeros si of R7(s) = s + 01 - ,t?e+. In particular, 
j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
+ O(exp[--min(P, W + 44) tl), 
COROLLARY 3. Tkeorem 3 holds for till n > 2 and 7 3 7,, ;f a > /3 and 
a(~-,,) > 0. If u > 2(a - p) > 0, then Tkeorem 3 holds for all n. > 2 and 
7 > 0, and moreever S(T) < 0. 
Proof. The proof is same as for Corollaries 1 and 2. One most show that 
01 > /J implies ~J(T) is monotone increasing in 7 3 0, and. that 
u(0) = u + 2(/3 - a). 
Remarks. (a) Since continuous initial data in [-T, 0] gives rise to a con- 
tinuously differentiable solution in (0, co), the restriction to continuously 
differentiable initial data in [0, T] is merely for the sake of convenience of 
exposition. 
(b) The study of (5) was motivated by considering for each U a U, with 
~(8 = Ck, x,,(S), 5E PI 4 w rc h’ h in terms of zfi = xi - y yields 
The linearized analog of this constraint is 
n 
2 h,(6) = (1 - n) r(E), 
nz=l 
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This case is covered by Theorem 3 since then 
(c) The analog of Pi2 in Theorem 1 is clearly 
The equations Pik = Qk of Theorem 1 agree with these equations supposing 
since if 
Qj > 0 iff 
then 
and 
Proof of Theorem 3. Th e proof is divided into five steps. Step (I) consists 
merely in writing out the variational system in terms of its components ki and 
hik . These components obey the equations 
hi = -4 -k i h(t - T) + ‘“$.&jT) (n - 1) Hi - C I$, ., (10) 
kfi 1 
where 
la = i h,, 
WZ=l 
and Hi = 5 h,j s 
m==1 
Step (II) shows that the sum h = c”,=, h, of the sohrtion of (10) obeys the 
equation 
h = -ah + fih(t - T), WI 
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and that the sum H = x’y,j=, lzij obeys the equation 
fi = -uH + ,bz(y(t - T) h + yh(t - 7)). (13) 
The sums h and H are therefore independent of the distribution of the 
hi’s and Izjlz’s. This fact is crucial in the remainder of the proof. 
In step (III), we use (12) to simplify (10) in the following way. Each of the 
n equations in (10) has a right hand side which depends on all n(lz + 1) 
variables Ai and hi, . We will nonetheless be able to transform the ith equation 
into an equation in which only one unknown function appears, namely the 
function 
A price is paid for this simplification. g, obeys a pair of coupled equations, 
namely 
cti = -Dgi + EG, (15) 
and 
Gi = -uG~ + Fgi (16) 
where 
D = ph@ - d 
h ’ 
E = /w - T) 
n%h ’ 
F = /3n”y(t - 7) h, 
and 
Gi=(n-l)Hi- c Hk. 
k#i 
(15) and (16) can be thought of as an “uncoupling” of the variables hi from 
the variables hjk in (10). The remarkable fact about (15) and (16) is that all 
terms in which the time lag 7 appears are relegated to the coeficients D, E, 
and F. This fact corresponds to the following fact for (*): Xi and yik obey 
equations of the form 
2i = i A,( ymi - Xi) 
W&=1 
and 
9jk = &(& - Yjk), 
where all expressions involving Xi’s evaluated at past times occur in the 
A,‘s and Bi’s [3]. 
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In step (IV), we differentiate (15) an d manipulate (15) and (16) algebraically 
to find a second-order equation for gi of the form 
gi + A(t) g.i + B(t) gi = 0. (17) 
Such an equation for general variable coefficients A(t) and B(t) would 
provide us with little information about gi(t) as t + co. It is fortunate that in 
the present situation these coefficients have limits as t + co and approach 
them at an exponential rate. Moreover, lim,,, B(t) = 0. We can therefore 
compare the behavior of (17) for large t with the behavior of the solution wi 
of the following trivial equation with constmt coefficients. 
zz, + Azir, = 0 (18) 
Using this comparison, we readily prove the existence of all limits Iim,,gi(t), 
and thus of all limits 8( = lim,,, hi(t)Em-r &(t)]-l. Moreover these 
limits are approached at the exponential rate A. 
We cannot expect the limit Qi to take on the same value for all initial data 
of (5) because of the appearance of an arbitrary constant in the integrated 
form of (18) as t --f co. Thus the nonuniqueness of the Iimits Oi in (*) trans- 
forms in (5) to the statement that gi(t) b e h aves for large t like the solution zui(t) 
of the second order equation (18) which has no term containing ws(t). 
In step (V), we imitate the method used on (IO) as far as possible on (11). In 
this way, we show that the ratio 
Hi, = hj, [ i h,,,]-l 
m=1 
obeys an equation of the form 
(a) A, = &logFj; 
(b) f’j can be written in the form 
.Pj = eucTJt[p + e-ktMj(t)] 
for some p f 0, k > 0, and bounded mj ; and 
(c) &k +@ Gj, has the limit 3 . 
1 +$!j 
These facts suffice to prove the exponential convergence of Hj, to pjk . 
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(I) The Variational System in Component Form 
The computation leading to (10) and (11) is straightforward but tedious. 
Hence we merely give two examples of how the uniformity of U, enters into it. 
In terms of the n(ra + I)-vectors 
4 = (51 ,*-*, t-n , &l ,***, 578,) 
rl = (71 >*--3 rln > 1111 I.'., %9A 
the vector f = f( 5,~) E ( fi ,..., ffi , fir ,... , fnn) has components 
fi = m n) = -& + B 5 wtki ( a,)-’ 
k=l WZ=l 
and 
Clearly 
(1) 
so that by the uniformity of Us , 
g (Us(t), Uo(t - T)) = IQ -$I” - 4 , 
which is independent of i and j; and 
(2) 
so that 
which is constant. 
(II) Equations fw h and H 
(12) is derived by summing over i in (10) and noticing that in both 
(n - 1) c!=, Hi and cyEl ck+( Hk , each h, occurs exactly n - 1 times. 
(13) is an immediate consequence of summing (11) over i, j = 1,2,... , rz. 
(III) Uncoupling the Functions h, From the Functions hjk 
The derivation of (15) and (16) for gi = (hi/h) - (l/n) depends crucially on 
the fact that h and H are independent of the distribution of the his and hjk’s. 
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First we derive an equation for & = hi/h. Since 
we have by (10) and (12), using the notation Gi = (72 - l)H, - Ck+ Hk , that 
= pa(th- T, (AL - !L) + py(;2;hT) Gi. 
Letting D = @(t - 7)/h and E =~~/+(t-- T)in2Sh, we immediately find (15) 
sincei, = A, . (16) is derived as follows. By (ll), 
= --UGi f /@z - l)[ny(t - T) hi + yh(t - T)] 
-b [?‘@ - 7) & hk + (n - 1) Y& T d] . 
Cancelling terms, we find 
c;li = --uGi + ,&zy(t - T) [(n - 1) hi - k&hk. 
= -ziGi + jbzy(t - T)[nh, - h] 
= --uGi + #%+(t - T) h& 
= -uGi+Fg,, -~ 
where F = /%“y(t - T) h is independent of the distribution of hi’s, 
(IV) A Second Order Equation for gi 
Differentiating (15), we find 
gi = -Bgi - D& + l?Gi + EGi . 
Substituting (16) into (20) yields 
gi=(EF--~gi-DDgii(~---E)Gi. 
(20) 
C-79) 
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Gi is eliminated from this expression through the use of (15), which when 
substituted into (21) gives 
where 
ii + A(t)&% + B(t)g( = 0, (17) 
m /d(t) = D(t) + u - - w 
and 
B(t) = D(t) (u - g, + B(t) - E(t)F(t). 
That is, 
A(t) = iwt - 4 + u _ d log At - 7) 
h dt hi3 
and 
B(t) = kw - 7) 
h ( 
In order to describe the behavior of A(t) and B(t) for large t, we need the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let y and 6 be any solutions of the equations (6) and (7), 
respectively, whose initial data is continuously dzfluentiable in [0, T] and, 
moreover, K,(y) f 0. Then 
lim Y(t - ‘) ___ = e-7sh), 
t’m Y(t) 
(22) 
d ‘i’(t - 7) 
t”l-ll~-= 
o 
y(t) ’ 
(23) 
If yl and y2 are any two solutions of (6) chosen in this way, and 6, is a solution of 
a#) = --us,@) + b’dt - 7) Y&h 
then 
(25) 
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There also exists a t, > 0 such that 
OD yyv - T) 
s I 
1 -- 
WJ) 
B U(T) e-Ts(T) dv < co, (28) 
43 
and 
Proof. The proof is based on the standard representation of y as an 
infinite series 
where sr , ss ,..., are the zeros of R*(s) = s + c1 - fleers arranged with 
Re(s,) 3 Re(s,+,), wz = 1, 2 ,.... ([5], p. 109). From this can be derived the 
closed form representation 
y(t) = &)t 
[ 
eeTstT) K,(y) 
1 + pTe--7s(7) + e-“tH(t) 1 3 (30) 
where p = Re(s,) - Re(s,) = S(T) - Re(s,) > 0, and H is bounded ([3], 
Lemma 3). 
(22) is an immediate consequence of (30). (23) follows from 
and 
d Y(t - T> Y(t - T) f(t - 7) f/(t) -----= ___-_ 
dt y(t) Y(t) [ Y@ - 7) Y@) I 
9(t) -= 
YW 
--a! + PY(t - 4 
y(t) ’ 
since then 
d y(t - T) ,@(t - T) y(t - 27) y(t - T) 
--- ____ 
dt At) Y(t) Ytt - T) -y(t> ’ 1 
and the result follows by invoking (22). 
(24) follows from 
8(t) = e-ut [8(T) eu7 + /!i j” e”“y(V - T) y(V) dv] , t > “-> 
7 
505/6/3-11 
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where 
y(a - 7) y(w) = e2s(T)ve--7s(7)[c12 + e-““R(a)] 
and R is bounded. Thus 
where 
and RI is bounded. Along with 
y2(t - T) = e2s(~)te-2~S(~)[~l~ + e-DtR2(t)], 
where R, is bounded, we readily find (24). 
(25) follows from the identities 
$log Yz(G w> 74 - 4 
along with (22) and (24). 
To prove (26), note that for t sufficiently large, 
Ytt - 7) 73,73 _ es(T)(t-T)(cl + e--p(t-T)H(t - T)) _ e-7s,7) p--e- - 
At) es(7)t(c1 + e-atH(t) 
= e-T8,7)(l + e-Pt(-j(l)) _ e-Ts,T) 
= eepfO( I). 
(26) follows immediately. (27)-(29) can be proved in an identical way. 
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Lemma 1 implies that the limits A = lim,,, A(t) and B = lim,,, B(t) 
exist and are approached at an exponential rate as t -+ KL A and B are 
readily found to equal A = k(?-) + u(r) and I3 == 0, where we have set 
K(T) = /3e-Ts(7). 
We can therefore compare the behavior for large t of gi with the behavior 
of wi in 
iiii + Ati, = 0, (18) 
by [6], Chapter 2. Since the characteristic roots of (18) are k = 0 and -A, 
Wi(t) = Cl + C,ecAt, 
where C, and C, are constants. Since wJt) thus converges at the exponential 
rate A to C, , it follows that all gi(t) converge at the exponential rate A to 
constants as t -+ 00, and thus there exist constants gi such that 
(31) 
The fact that 
hk(t) ecs(rJt = 
&ie-=wT(~~=l h,) 
1 + pre-7s(7) 
-t O(exp[--min(p, k(Tj t 4+ tl), (321 
i = 1, 2,..., n, follows by substituting (30) for CE=, h,(t) into (31) and rear- 
ranging terms. 
It is easily seen from the above argument that the limits !& exist for all 
values of A, and hence for all real choices of (II, /3, and u with ,B > 0. 9 > 0, 
which occurs whenever u(r) > 0, merely guarantees that these limits are 
finite. 
(V) An Equation for Hjk = hjkE”,,l h&-l. 
Let H(j) = En ,,,,= 1 hj, . Then Hjk = lz,/H’~), and 
fljk = & (hjk - hjk $) , 
where, by (ll), H(j) obeys the equation 
f?(j) = --uH(j) + &(t - T) h +- nyhj(t - T)]. 
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Thus, again by (1 I), 
fzjk: = -!L [ H(i) -u&k + B(r(t - T) h + rqt - T>> 
- hjk (-24 + B(r(t - 7) h + VW - TN> H(j) - )I 
= & [y(t - T) h, + yhj(t - 7) - Hj&(t - T) h + nyhj(t - T))] 
= Aj(Gik - HJ, (19) 
using the definitions 
Aj = i-%+ - T> h + Vhj(t - T>l 
H(j) 
and 
Letting 
Gjk = Y(t - 7) ‘h + Yh& - d 
y(t - T) la + nyhj(t - T) ’ (33) 
rj(t) = H(j)(O) + /3 St e”“[y(w - T) h + nyh,(v - T)] dv, (34) 
0 
we can write Aj in the form 
flj = $logFj. (35) 
We have defined rj(t) by integrating from 0 to t rather than T to t to avoid 
carrying an extra factor of eUT in forthcoming computations, and apply all 
representations of y and h in [-7, T] as well as in (T, co). Our conclusions 
will not be hereby altered, since we are concerned only with limiting behavior 
ast+oo. 
To prove that 
we first show that 
H&t) = ‘9 + O(e-“(T)t), 
J 
,$&) = 07~ + 6’ m, + O(exP!z-(+) + 44) tl)- 
3 
(36) 
(37) 
This we do by dividing numerator and denominator of Gjk(t) by y(t - T) h(t) 
and then invoking the definition A, = hjhkl. (33) becomes 
A, + y 
h,(t - T) 
Gjk = y(t - T> h 
1+“y 
hj(t - T) 
Y(t - 4 h 
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By Lemma 1, 
and by (31), 
k(t) = Qi + O(exp[-(k(T) +44) tli, 
i = 1, 2,..., tz. (37) follows immediately. 
We now prove (36). Write (19) as 
in terms of 
and 
Integrate (38). Then 
gix: = Hi, &k +$A 
1 + ?ZQj 
ejE = ($., - Q-j. 
1+ nQ.i 
(38) 
By (35), exp [JL Aj &J] = Pi(t) rjrl(w), and so gj, can be written as 
&!m = -4,(t) + &k(t)* 
if we let 
(39) 
and 
A,,(t) = gjk(0) T,(O) r;*(t), (40) 
I&(t) = p(t) J;” ~&I) G&) du. 
0 
We wish to show that gis(t) = O(C~(T)~). First we show that 
&(t) = O(e+TJt) 
by proving that rj(t) = O(e”(T)t). By (30), 
y(t) = est7jt[c,, + e-~tH,,(t)] 
and 
h(t) = eSc71t[ch + ePhtHh(t)], 
where c, f 0 f ch , p, > O,p, > 0, and H,, and Hh are bounded. (34) 
therefore implies 
Fj(t) = H(j)(O) + /3e”f7jt 
[ 
z (1 - e-O1(T)t) + e-gtRj(t)] , 
where Rj is bounded, and so Ajk(t) = O(e-“(T)t). 
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Now consider Bj, . Since by (34) 
F..(V) = flt?vs[y(V - T) h + ?Zyhj(“j - T)], 
we fmd 
.Pj(v) = jge”(T).D[cych + e-PwMj(Zi)], 
where A/rj is bounded. Thus 
and given any sufficiently small E > 0, we can find a T(E) such that 
t 3 w > T(E) implies 
Let E = 1 c,c, 1/2a(7) and T = T(c,c~/~cT(T)). Then Bjk can be broken into a 
sum of the two parts 
and 
C&) = I’;‘(t) j-’ r;.(v) C.$&) dv 
0 
Obviously Cja(t) = O(e-o(T)t), whereas 
and so by (37), Dik(t) = O(e-*(T)t) as well. From the equation 
H(j)(t) = c-wt[H(j)(O) + /3 /” eu”[y(v - T) h + nyh(s - T) &(Q - T)] dv 
0 
along with gj, = O(e-“(T)t), it now readily follows that 
hik(t) e-2s(T)t = ($25 + &k> e-37s(T)K(CL1 hd K(Y) 
(1 + j3Te-Ts(7))2 
+ O(exP[---mintA W + 47)) 0, 
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for all j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, and thus by (32) that 
j+(t) e-*sh)t = le-;;Tt=2!) (h;(t) + h,(t)) e+(T)* 
+ O(exp[--min(P, 47) + 44) 9 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
3. THE VARIATIONAL SYSTEM OF (**) 
Our study of the variational system of (**) imitates the previous develop- 
ment as far as possible. Again we motivate our analysis by a comparison of an 
arbitrary positive solution U of (**) with a suitably chosen positive uniform 
solution U,, of (**). Since all Zjj = 0 in (**), we consider only the 118 dimen- 
sional vector function 
u = (Xl ,---, x, , 32 ,**-, +A I’.., x,1 ,**-, %,n-I), 
which we call apo&izje solution if all of its entries are always positive. Simi- 
larly, a positive uniform solution of (* *) is one of the form 
u, = (y ,..., y, 6 ,...) 6). 
II times n(nFjZmes 
With these slight modifications in the definition of positive solutions in mind, 
we again form V = U - U,, and study the variational system derived 
therefrom. We denote the solution of this system, which is again of the form 
Jw) = fdUo(t), G(t - 4) Yt) +f,(Uo(t), Uo(t - 4) Wt - 4, 
by FV = (h, ,..., h, , h,, ,..., h,,,-r). We will prove the following theorem 
concerning ?I. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose the varational system of (**) is given with. any 
11 > 2, and any 7 > 0 such that U(T) > 0 and 
44 + 44 > (41) 
where h(7) = pe--7s(7). Let U, be any positive uniform solution of I**). Then 
there exist positive constants w1 and wz such that for any initial data satisfykg 
qz”,=l M f 0, 
-’ = ‘, + O(e-+) (42) 
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and 
(43) 
Before proving Theorem 4, we state the following corollaries to illustrate 
the meaning of the condition (41). 
COROLLARY 4. Theorem 4 holds for all n > 3 when 7 = 0 if o(O) > 0 and 
C:=, &n(O) # 0. 
Proof. Then (41) becomes 
which is automatically fulfilled if o(O) > 0, and 
Remark. Theorem 2 proves that for fz = 3 and 7 = 0, the following 
limits hold if xii(O) = xii(O), i, j = 1, 2, 3 : 
plin q(t) i z&(t) [ I m=l 
-l= f 
and 
(44) 
(45) 
By Proposition 1, (42) is the linearized analog of (44) for n 3 3, and (43) is 
the linearized analog of (45). Thus Theorem 4 suggests that the limits of 
Theorem 2 hold in (**) for T = 0 and all n > 3 with n replacing 3 in (44) 
and (45). Moreover, Theorem 4 holds for arbitrary positive U, not only u’s 
constrained by ~(0) = ~~~(0) as in Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 5. For every 7 3 0 with U(T) > 0, there exists an n = n(T) 
suck that Theorem 4 holds for r alzd n(7). 
Proof. Since u(7) > 0, k(T) + U(T) > 0. Let n increase until (41) is 
satisfied. 
COROLLARY 6 (Stability is Graded in n). Suppose Theorem 4 holds for 
n = n, and 7 = 70 . Then it also holds for all n > n, and 7 = T,, , zyu(,) 3 0. 
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Proof. The right hand side of (41) is a monotone decreasing function of n. 
These corollaries can be strengthened in the case a: > ,0 > 0, for which 
our prediction theory has a sensible interpretation. 
COROLLARY 7. If IL > 2(a - p) > 0, then there exists an interval [0, A(n)], 
where h(n) is monotone increasing in n and Em,,, A(n) = 00, such that 
Xheorem 4 holds for n and all T E [0, X(12)]. 
Proof. If 01 > /3 > 0, then S(T) < 0 and S(T) is monotone increasing in 
7 > 0 [.3]. Thus U(T) 3 o(O) = u + 2(/3 - a) > 0, which along with 
Corollaries 5 and 6 yields the desired conclusion. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
The proof is carried out in six steps which imitate the proof of Theorem 3 
as far as possible. We will use a similar notation to that of Theorem 3 to 
highlight analogies between the two theorems. Step (I) consists merely in 
writing out the variational system in component form. The result is 
hi = -& + (II”“” lj& [(?I - 1) Hi - H + H(i)] 
+ B ___ h@)(t - T), n-l (46) 
where Hi = Cj+i hji , Hci) = Cj+; hif , H = Cizj hi,, and h(i) = Cj+ hj ; 
i#j 
and 
hj, = -u?zj, + fly(t) hj(t - T) + ,t$(t - T) 12, . (47) 
Step (II) shows that once again the sum h = xzz=i h, obeys the linear 
equation 
h(t) = -ah(t) + /3h(t - T), 
and that the sum H obeys the equation 
I?(t) I= --uH(t) + ,3(rz - l)(r(t) h(t - 7) + y(t - T) h(t)). (49) 
Step (III) seeks an equation for gi = h$z-” - l/a by uncoupling the h,‘s 
from the hik’s. The result is the following pair of coupled equations for gi 
alone. 
& = Igi + Jgi(t - T) + KG( (50) 
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and 
ei = --uGi + Lgi (51) 
where the coefficients I = -/3/z(t -- 7)/h, J = -/3h(t - ~)/(a - 1) A, 
K = &(t - ~)/(a - 1)2 h8, and L = /3n(n - 2) y(t - T) h are independent 
of the distribution of hi’s and &‘s. 
Step (IV) transforms (50) and (51) into a second order equation for gi , 
namely 
zi + A@) gi + B(t) ji(t - T) + C(t)gi + D(t)gi(t - T) = 0. (52) 
Comparing (52) and (17), we find one basic difference between (**) and (*) 
in linearized form, since (52) is a &&rence-differential equation, whereas (17) 
is merely a differential equation. (52) is therefore considerably more difficult 
to analyse than is (17). 
In studying (52) we are again fortunate that the limits A = lim,,, A(t), 
B = Km,,, B(t), C = lim,,, C(t), and D = Km,,, D(t) exist and are 
approached at an exponential rate. Thus we can compare gi(t) for large times t 
with the solution wi(t)) of the following equation with constant coefficients. 
z& -k .hbi + Bzi&(t - T) + Cw, + Dw,(t - T) = 0. (53) 
It will actually be more useful to make a change of variables in (52) and (53) 
to fi = g,eat and vi = wie At where A is a sufficiently small positive constant. 
In terms of the new variables & and Q , we find equations of the form 
We compare equations (54) and (55) to show that fi is bounded whenever Q 
is bounded, and in (V) we show that 7i actually converges to zero as t + CO 
because all zeros of the exponential polynomial 
Gj$(s) = s2 + ,& + (& + c) eeTs + D (56) 
have negative real parts under the hypotheses of the Theorem. From these 
facts, it readily follows that 
g< EC2 hi [ 1 i h, -l- -;‘, = O(@), m.=l 
which is the first conclusion of the Theorem 4. 
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In step (VI), we use this fact to imitate the method used on (46) as far as 
possible on (47), much as we did in step (V) of Theorem 3. 
(I) The Variational System in Component Form 
The variational system is 
*i(t) = ft(Uo(t), udt - 4) w(t) +f,(u,(t), qt - 4) qt - 4, 
where the vector function 
f =f(t, 4 = (fi ,...,.A ,fti ,...J&-d 
of E = (& ,..., 5,) Cl2 ,..., 4n,n-1) and 7 = (Q ,..., 7.n , q12 ,..., 7,.,-lj is given 
by 
and 
fjk = fa(t, 7) = -d’jk + /%jEk > j fi km 
The computation needed to derive (46) and (47) is again straightforward but 
tedious, and so we merely give two examples of how the uniformity of Us 
enters it. 
(1) Clearly 
I 
if j#i=k. 
Thus 
which is independent of i, j, and k just so long as j f i = k. 
(2) Clearly 
Thus 
2 (u”(t), vYl(t - T)) = J& (I - 6,J, 
which is constant. 
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(II) Equations for t?ae Sums h = gzl IZi and H = Cj,k hjk . 
i#k 
To see that h obeys equation (48), sum over i = 1, 2,..., n in (46), and 
apply the identities 
(?a - 1) f Hi - nH + 5 H(i) = 0 
i=l i=l 
and 
jl hci)(t - T) = (n - 1) h(t - T). 
Equation (49) for H is an immediate consequence of summing over both 
indices j and k, j # K, in (47). 
(III) Uncoupling the Functions hi from the Functions hj, . 
Let Gi = (z - 1) Hi - H + Hfi). Then (46) becomes 
Gi contains all the terms hjk on which hi depends. To uncouple hi from the 
terms hjk , we must express Gi in terms of only hj’s. In particular, we can 
express Gi in terms of hi alone because, by (47) and (49), 
where 
di = -uG, + .b(I-& -I? + I?‘*‘), 
.i?i = (n - 1) y 1 hj(t -- T) + (B - 1)2 y(t - r) ha 5 
j#i 
and 
-fi = -(n - 1) yh(t - T) - (1~ - 1) Y(t - T) h, 
B’i) = (n - 1) yhi(t - T) + y(t - T) c hj . 
j#i 
Adding the first terms of these three functions gives zero. Adding the remain- 
ing terms gives 
y(t - T) [(n - l)“h, - (fz - 1) ?z + j;i hj] 
= y(t - ~)[((n - 1)” - 1) hi - (n - 2) h], 
= (n - 2) y(t - T)[nh, - h-j, 
= (n - 2) TZr(t - T) hgi . 
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Thus 
ei = --uGi + Lgi , (51) 
whereL=@(n-2)y(t-T)h.Gid p d e en s only on hi, since h is independ- 
ent of the distribution of the ?zj’s, by (48). 
We now transform (57) into an equation for gi alone. First we derive an 
equation for A, = -hi/h, which is by (48) and (57) 
where A(*) = hti)/h. Since A(i) = 1 - hi , 
1 -&(t-T> 
n-l 
hdt - T, (7, 
+ (n - l)%h ’ - 
From this equation, we readily complete our transformation using the facts 
h, _ 1 - &(t - T) 
n-l = gi + &@t - ‘d 
and xi = fi . Thus, 
fi = &i + .&i(t - T> + KG, , (50) 
where L = &(t - T)/(n - 1)” h8. S ince, by (51), Gi depends only on gi , we 
have indeed uncoupled the hi’s from the hjk’s. 
(IV) A Second Order Equation for gi . 
In order to eliminate Gi from (50), we differentiate (50) and then use (50) 
and (51) to eliminate terms involving G, and Gi . 
This computation is straightforward and yields 
i?i + A(t)k, + B(t)&@ - T) + c(t) gi + &)g,(t - T) = 0, (52) 
where 
A(t) = -I(t) + u - Z(t) K-l(t), 
B(t) = -I@), 
C(t) = -l(t)--K(t)L(t)--I(t)@ - K(t) K-l(t)), 
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and 
D(t) = --j(t)--J(t)@ - E(t) K-l(t)). 
In terms of the functions h, y, and 6, these expressions become 
L4(t) = Bh(t - 4 + 24 + d log -!E- , 
h dt At - 4 
P W - 4 w = n--l ----&- ,
+ h(t - 7) ( 
hi3 
h tr+$log- , Y@ - T> 11 
and 
w = & [(q-q + (qqu -t&log&)] * 
Since K,(h) # 0 and K,(r) # 0, we can invoke Lemma 1 to conclude that 
the limits A, B, C, and D of A(t), B(t), C(t), and D(t), respectively, exist as 
t-+ co. To evaluate these limits, we let /X(T) F pe-rs(T) and 8 = l/(fl - 1) 
for notational simplicity. 
Then 
~4 = h(T) + u + (-U + +)> 
= h(T) + u(T), 
B = L%(T), 
U(T) e-7s(s) + e-75(7)(24 - U + U(T))] 
= h(T) U(T) (1 - ;!Il;; ) 
= @h(T) U(T), 
and 
= L%(T) U(T). 
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Because the limits A, B, C, and D exist, it is natural to try to compare the 
behavior of gi for large t with the behavior of zji ) where 
<ii + Atii + Bzi$ - T-) + Cwi + &(t - 7) = 0 (53) 
For technical reasons, we instead compare the functions ci = g,eht and 
Q L- wieht, where h is a sufficiently small positive constant. To derive an 
equation for fi , multiply (52) by ent and use the equalities 
‘iti + J(t) 6 + B(t) &t - 7) +c(t) & + D(t) &(t - T) = 0, (54) 
where 
and 
2((t) = A(t) -2x, 
B(t) = B(t), 
C(t) = C(t) $A2 - AA(t), 
B(t) = D(t) -M(t). 
Similarly, +qi obeys the equation 
q, + A+ + I$(t - T) +qi + D&t - 7) = 0, (55? 
where 
A=A-22h 
=k+cr--2X 
B=B 
F Ok, 
C=C+F---)rA 
= 02ku f P - h(k + u), 
and 
D=D--XB 
= Bk(cr - X). 
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If we can show that ti is a bounded function, say 1 6% 1 < k, then 
1 gi 1 < kc-At and since X > 0, 
gi = & - i = O(eTAt), (58) 
which is the first claim of the theorem. To do this, we wish to compare the 
behavior of & for large t with that of Q . If we can do this rigorously and if 
vi is a bounded function, our proof of (58) will be complete. We now show 
that this comparison can be carried out and that the boundedness of vi can 
be guaranteed by showing that there exists at least one positive h such that 
all zeros of the characteristic exponential polynomial 
GEL(s) = s2 + ds + (Bs + B) e-+ + c (56) 
of (55) have negative real parts. 
The theorems which we will need to accomplish these aims are applicable 
to (54) when it is written in the matrix form 
-& + (Vo + vo(o> zi + (VI + VI(t)) -at - 7) = 0, (5% 
where 
0 
r7&) = (qtp- c 2((t) _ jj 
0 
) 3 and w> = &)O- a jqt) _ B 1 - 
(55) has the matrix form 
FVi + vowi + vlwi(t - T) = 0, (60) 
where T;v = (8;). The first theorem which we shall need is the following 
ui, P. 312). 
A sufficient condition in order that all continuous solutions of (59) be 
bounded as t -F co is that all solutions of (60) be bounded as t + CC), and 
that 
s m 11 l/i(t)// dt < co, 
i = 0, 1, 
to 
for some to > 0. The integrals St”, I/ Vi(t)11 dt are certainly finite for sufficiently 
large to by the inequalities (26)-(29) of L emma 1. It therefore remains only 
to show that all solutions of (60) are bounded. We will be able to show more 
than this. In fact, by [5], p. 190, all solutions of (60) with sufficiently smooth 
initial data converge to zero as t -+ co iff all zeros of GFiJs) have negative real 
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parts. We now show that all zeros of GET(s) have negative real parts for a 
suitable choice of /3, n, 7, and A. 
(V) The Zeros of GE,‘7(s). 
We will show that all zeros of G$jJs) have negative real parts if 
y7) + U(T) > &g 44(1 -1 44) and A>0 
is chosen sufficiently small. This fact relies on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. suppose that the coeficitizts of the exponentia~po~nom’a~ 
G;,‘,(s) = s2 + .?is + (Bs + D) errs + C 
aye positive and 2 > B + 719. Then all zeros of G:;,(s) have negative real 
parts. 
Proof. The proof closely follows [7], in which the closely related exponen- 
tial polynomial 
a.9 + bz + ,13ze-z + c 
is studied, Letting x = TS, 7 > 0, the equation GfdJs) = 0 becomes 
f(z) = x2 + Ez + (82 + H) e-z + J = 0, 
where E = &, F = &, H = i&Z, and ] = C?. The zeros off(z) are the 
same as the zeros of Gp$(s) for all 7 > 0. For 7 = 0, it is obvious that all 
zeros of GFd7(s) = 0 have negative real parts if X is chosen sufficiently small, 
by the positivity of A, B, C, and D. In the following, we therefore consider 
the zeros off(x) for T > 0. In this case, E, P, H, and J are all positive if h is 
sufficiently small. 
The main fact used in our analysis is Cauchy’s Index Theorem : Suppose 
zu = f(s) is an analytic function of x in a simply connected domain D bounded 
by a closed curve C, where f (.s) f 0 for x E C. If z traverses C in a counter- 
clockwise direction, then f (x) will traverse a closed curve in the w-plane and 
the number of zeros of f(z) in D is equal to the number of times the 
w-contour encircles the origin. 
The zeros of w = f(z) are studied using this theorem in the following way. 
As x traverses C in a counterclockwise direction, w may cross the real axis. 
Let 6, be the number of times that w crosses the real axis in a counterclock- 
wise direction relative to the origin (i.e., from quadrant IV to quadrant I or 
from quadrant II to quadrant III), and let S- be the number of times w 
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crosses the real axis in a clockwise direction relative to the origin. The number 
of zeros off(x) in D then equals &(S+ - S-). 
We apply Cauchy’s Index Theorem to the semicircular domain 
D : Re(z) > 0 and 121 <R 
in the x-plane. If 1 x 1 > R and Re(x) > 0, where R is chosen sufficiently 
large, then 
12’1 >IEz+(F.+H)e-*+JI 
and 2 # 0. Rouche’s theorem therefore implies thatf(x) # 0 for 1 z 1 > R 
and Re(z) 3 0. D is fixed once and for all by making a choice of a sufficiently 
large R. For this choice of D, all the zeros off(z) in the right half plane will 
lie in D. 
To apply Cauchy’s theorem to this domain D, we divide its boundary 
curve C into two parts 
C, : Re(z) = 0 and 1x1 <R 
and 
C, : Re(x) > 0 and 1x1 =R. 
Consider C, . Then z = iy and 
f(iy) = -yz + Hcosy +Fy siny + J 
+ i(Ey + Fy cos y - H sin y), 
where J > 0 and E > F + H by hypothesis. If y = 0, then 
f(O)=H+]>O.IfO<y<R,then 
Im(f(&)) = y (E + F COSY - H $) 
since I sin y/y 1 < 1. Thus w is in either quadrant I or quadrant II.f(iR) is in 
quadrant II if R is sufficiently large. If -R < y < 0, then Im(f(iy)) < 0 
and w is in either quadrant III or quadrant IV. Since also f(0) is a positive 
real number, as z traverses C, from +iR to -iR, w crosses the real axis once 
in a clockwise direction relative to the origin. 
Now considerf(x) as x traverses C, from -iR to +iR. Since R is large,f(z) 
behaves essentially like 3. Thus the net number of times thatf(z) crosses the 
real axis in a counterclockwise direction relative to the origin is once. We 
have therefore shown that $(S, - S-) = 0, and thatf(z) has no zeros in D, 
or for that matter in the right half plane. This completes the proof of the 
Lemma. 
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We remark that [7] goes on to give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
his equation to have zeros only in the left half plane even when the inequalities 
analogous to J > 0 and E > F + H are not satisfied. These conditions seem 
to be difficult to apply in the present case. 
We now apply Lemma 2 to the present example. When 7 = 0, the zeros 
of G$(s) obviously have negative real parts for sufficiently small h > 0 by the 
positivity of A, B, C, and D. Consider the case 7 > 0, where h is chosen so 
small that A, B, C, and D are all positive. The condition J > 0 is satisfied 
since C > 0 and 7 > 0. The condition E > F + H becomes 2~ > % + Dr2 
or A > i? + TD. Since 
?i = k(r) + U(T) -2h, B = By, and n = &(r)(+) --A), 
this inequality becomes 
h(T) + U(T) - 2x > ,--‘i k(T)11 + T(U(T) - A}]. 
If, as hypothesized, k(7) + C(T) > (n - 1)-l K(7)(1 + TO(T)), we can cer- 
tainly find a sufficiently small positive h for which E > F + H. This shows 
that all the zeros of GLzT(s) have negative real parts if 
k(T) + U(T) > (% - 1)-l &)(I + TU(T)) 
and h is chosen sufficiently small. For h = wr chosen in this way, we can 
therefore conclude that 
hi(t) 
I& h(t) 
- ‘, = O(p1t) 
This completes the first part of the proof. 
Remark. The condition A >, B + TD needed to guarantee the negativity 
of the real parts of G$j: s zeros gets harder to fulfill as 7 increases. When 
3 < i? + TD, the condition needed to guarantee the same result contains 
oscillatory terms. No such difficulty arises in treating the variational system 
of (*), since all terms in the equation for gi which contain the time lag T are 
independent of the distribution of Iz,‘s and hjk’s. 
(VI) An equation for gj, = hjkE.rn + hjm] - (~2 - 1)-l. 
We now prove the existence of an wa > 0 for which 
hjk(t) [ f h,nz(t)]-l - -&-j = O(ePG), 
fi2=:1 
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for all j f k. This we do by deriving an equation for gj, of the form 
jijr: = Aj(Gjk -g.jk), (61) 
where Gjk converges exponentially to zero as t + 03, Aj has the form 
A, = $1ogr,, (62) 
and I’i satisfies suitable growth estimates as t + co. We can treat (61) in the 
same way as we did (19), and therefore we merely exhibit the relevant 
formulas. 
To derive (43), we first derive an equation for Hjk = hje/H”‘, where 
Hci) = Zn#i hj, . BY (47), 
I@) = -uH’i’ + ,B(n - 1) ykj(t - T) + ,@(t - 7) k(j). 
Thus by (47) and (63), 
(63) 
= & lYhjCt - T> + YCt - T> hk 
- H&z - 1) &(t - T) + y(t - 7) k”‘)], 
from which follows 
= & IrW -- 4 + Y(t - T> h, - (Ha - $1 
* [(n - 1) rkj(t - T) + y(t - T) /2(j)] 
- [ Yhj(t - T, + 
& y(t - T) A’q 1 
=&-~y(t-T)[k,--&k”‘] 
-g& - 1) ,h,(t - T) + Y(t - T) kc’)] 1 . 
Letting 
Ai = P[(n - 1) ?‘h’(t - 7) + Y(t - T) k(j)] 
H’i’ 
and 
y(t - T) [h” - &k”‘] 
Gik = (72 - 1) &(t - T) + y(t - T) h(j) ’ 
(64) 
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we find (61). (62) is also true, because Aj = d/dt log Fj , where 
rj(t) = W)(O) + p 1” ew”[(n - 1) ylzj(v - T) + y(v - T) h(j)] dv. (65) 
0 
To show that Gik converges exponentially to zero as t - 03, divide numer- 
ator and denominator of (64) by ~(t - T) h. Then 
A, - 
Gj, = 
(u - 1) N - T, ?tt _ Tp, xj(t - T> + C1 - ‘9) 
g, i- 
Since gj and g, converge exponentially to zero as t + TX), whereas 
blz@ - T)h’@ - T> h, converges to 1, the result is proved. 
It is readily seen, just as in step (V) of Theorem 3, that rj can be written 
in the form 
rj(t) E H(j)(O) + e”(T)t 
[ 
-& (1 - e-u(Tjt) + e-“tKl(t)] , 
where Al. f 0, k > 0, and Rj is bounded. (43) then follows in the same way 
as in the proof of Theorem 3. This establishes Theorem 4. 
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